Not just for grilling champions: The fork from the Red Spirit series

Treat your roast with the respect it deserves - with the new meat fork from the Red Spirit series. It allows for slicing meat, ham or roasts as easy as pie. Plate and place your grill and barbecue food instantly.

Cooking, grilling and barbecuing is more than simply preparing a meal. Food is a feast for the eyes as well, and when a plate is appetisingly arranged, your goal has been accomplished and the meal is perfectly presented. The new serving fork from the Red Spirit series helps during preparation, and especially while arranging your serving plate. Given its solid design, even the largest piece of meat can be sliced and cut in appealing, evenly-sized portions. Small grooves within the detail of the fork help reduce the amount of precious juices that escape from the roast and maintain the aroma of the meat.

Like the entire Red Spirit series, the serving fork also captivates its audience with its streamlined and exceptional design. The round, typical Asian-inspired handle gives the fork its unmistakable appearance. It sits perfectly in your hand and ideally transcends all the ergonomic requirements of professional chefs and ambitious amateur chefs – a particularly important benefit with intensive use.

The fork is now available in retail stores.

Friedr. Dick is the only manufacturer worldwide that offers a complete range of knives, sharpening steels, ancillary items for chefs and butchers.
as well as grinding machines. The long-standing tradition and experience of manufacturing products for chefs and butchers allow a continuous development of innovative products. Input from customers, especially end-users and own ideas are converted into high quality products.
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